A molt timer is involved in the metamorphic molt in *Manduca sexta* larvae
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*Manduca sexta* larvae are a model for growth control in insects, particularly for the demonstration of critical weight, a threshold weight that the larva must surpass before it can enter metamorphosis on a normal schedule, and the inhibitory action of juvenile hormone on this checkpoint. We examined the effects of nutrition on allatectomized (CAX) larvae that lack juvenile hormone to impose the critical weight checkpoint. Normal larvae respond to prolonged starvation at the start of the last larval stage, by extending their subsequent feeding period to ensure that they begin metamorphosis above critical weight. CAX larvae, by contrast, show no homeostatic adjustment to starvation but start metamorphosis 4 d after feeding onset, regardless of larval size or the state of development of their imaginal discs. By feeding starved CAX larvae for various durations, we found that feeding for only 12–24 h was sufficient to result in metamorphosis on day 4, regardless of further feeding or body size. Manipulation of diet composition showed that protein was the critical macronutrient to initiate this timing. This constant period between the start of feeding and the onset of metamorphosis suggests that larvae possess a molt timer that establishes a minimal time to metamorphosis. Ligation experiments indicate that a portion of the timing may occur in the prothoracic glands. This positive system that promotes molting and the negative control via the critical weight checkpoint provide antagonistic pathways that evolution can modify to adapt growth to the ecological needs of different insects.

**size regulation | ecdysone | biochronometry**

**Time** keeping is an essential feature of biological systems. The best understood timing systems are the circadian clocks that coordinate biological processes with the day–night cycle (1). It is becoming clear, however, that the coordination of growth and development also involves other types of timers that provide avenues by which environmental conditions, notably nutrition, can impact these processes. Such timers may be involved in once in a lifetime events like puberty in humans (2) or metamorphosis in insects, or in recurring events such as the molting cycles of nematodes (3) and arthropods. Work on the nematode, *Caenorhabditis elegans*, has led the way in understanding the molecular basis of some of these other types of timers, such as the heterochronic genes that lead the animal through successive larval stages (4) and, more recently, a molt timer that times the progression through the recurring molts independent from the developmental processes that it regulates (5, 6). This timer acts in the hypodermal cells through positive- and negative-feedback loops involving *lin*age-*abnormal* (lin)-424, some nuclear receptors, and the let-7 family of microRNAs.

In insects, as in other arthropods, nematodes, and other Ecdysozoa, larval growth is punctuated by periodic molts, as successive larger cuticles are formed to accommodate ongoing growth. The growth and molting processes are influenced by a number of environmental factors, the chief of which is food availability and quality. A major focus has been on control of body size, and larvae of the tobacco hornworm moth, *Manduca sexta*, have been a major model system in this area for nearly 40 y since the first demonstration by Nijhout and Williams (7) of the phenomenon of a “critical weight” during the last larval stage. Critical weight represents a body size “check-point” that, once achieved, leads to the endocrine cascade resulting in the termination of feeding and initiation of metamorphosis. It is operationally defined as the time at which starvation no longer delays the timing of metamorphosis. This metamorphic checkpoint is intimately associated with the circulating titers of juvenile hormone (JH), which can suppress the entry into metamorphosis in the last larval stage (8–10). At the metamorphic critical weight, circulating JH is removed, both by the inhibition of JH biosynthesis by the corpora allata (CA) and by the appearance of a JH-specific esterase in the blood (11–13), thereby allowing the larva to embark on its metamorphic program.

Although the progression through the larval instars can be quite stereotyped under optimal conditions, under conditions of poor nutrition, larvae can undertake “intercalary” molts (7), suggesting that there are positive factors that drive molting even if nutritional conditions are suboptimal. Callier and Nijhout (14) described that, under poor food conditions, larvae could nevertheless undergo molting using a mechanism that is independent of size, and, indeed, appears to be independent of the brain, the source of the prothoracicotropic hormone (PTTH) that normally drives the ecdysteroid surges needed for molting (15). We examine the effects of challenges in nutrition on allatectomized (CAX) larvae that no longer have JH to impose a size-dependent suppression of metamorphosis. The removal of JH revealed that larvae also possess a molt timer that establishes a minimal time to metamorphosis during the final instar. The timer depends on feeding, primarily on a protein source, to initiate timing, but once initiated it then keeps time in a manner that is independent of further feeding or of body size.

**Results**

**Allatectomy and the Response to Starvation.** The transition from feeding to the wandering stage is associated with a suite of behavioral, physiological, and morphological changes. The larvae cease feeding and initiate sustained locomotion and digging...
behavior (16). They begin to void their gut contents, which are no longer formed into discrete pellets, and their dorsal body coloration changes as insecticin is removed from the dorsal epidermis (17) and ommochrome pigments are deposited into the epidermis beside the heart (18, 19). These changes are linked together as a common response to a small surge of ecdysteroid in the absence of JH that irreversibly commits the larva to a metamorphic pathway (20, 21). In our CAX larvae, we often could not monitor changes in epidermal coloration because the overlying cuticle had melanized during the molt to the fifth instar because of the absence of JH (22–24). Therefore, we identified this transition based on the other physiological and behavioral changes that accompany wandering, as described above.

Newly ecdysed, intact, fifth instar larvae were held without food for periods ranging up to 6 d and then given normal diet and weighed daily until they started wandering (Fig. 1A). These control larvae gradually lost weight during the starvation period, but they remained hydrated because they were given wet tissues as a supply of water. The weight gain on the first day after return to food was progressively less as the starvation period was increased, presumably due to the deteriorating condition of the larvae. Larvae survived starvation up through 5 d but longer periods resulted in substantial mortality. Larvae starved only 1 or 2 d always eventually wandered and pupated after they were returned to their normal food. With starvation of 3 d or longer, however, an increasing percent of larvae opted out of the metamorphic pattern and molted into a supernumerary sixth larval stage. The growth curves of the latter larvae showed that they were always the slower growing larvae in their cohort (Fig. 1A), and they are not considered in our subsequent analysis. As seen in Fig. 1A, for larvae that pupated at the end of the fifth instar, the period that they fed before wandering increased with the duration of the starvation period. As expected from the work of Nijhout and Williams (7), larvae from all of the starvation groups exceeded the critical weight of 5 g before wandering, but they remained hydrated because they were given wet tissues and weighed daily until they started wandering (Fig. 1A).

Fig. 1. The effects of the removal of the corpora allata from fifth instar Manduca larvae on their growth rates and the timing of the formation of their leg imaginal primordia (yellow circles) after starvation for various periods. Larvae were starved from the beginning of the fifth larval instar for the durations indicated by the horizontal bars, and then given their standard diet and tracked until they started wandering (W) or initiated a supernumerary larval molt. (A) Control larvae. Groups that underwent a larval molt were those starved for 6 d and the subgroups for the 4- and 5-d treatments are represented by the small symbols and dashed lines. (B) CAX larvae that lacked JH during and after the starvation period. Groups represent five larvae per group. Symbols show the mean ± SEM for the various days. In cases in which no variance is shown, it is less than the height of the symbol. Critical weight estimate comes from ref. 7.
labeled, by contrast, the leg imaginal primordia formed by 2 d after ecdysis even though most of the groups were still starving (31) (Fig. 1B). In the series of starved CAX larvae, then, the time between the formation of the leg disc and the start of wandering did not have a fixed duration and varied from 3 to 7 d. Therefore, the precocious formation and growth of imaginal discs and primordia do not speed the entry into metamorphosis. Larvae wandered 4 d after the resumption of feeding, regardless of when the discs were formed. Therefore, the duration of the feeding period in the CAX larvae appears to be uncoupled from the growth of the imaginal structures as well as from that of the larva itself. 

**Relationship of the Duration of the Feeding Period to the Onset of Metamorphosis.** The above section suggests that, in CAX larvae, a cue associated with the initiation of feeding starts a feeding period of fixed duration, the length of which is independent of body size. To understand more about the nature of the feeding cue, we starved newly ecdysed larvae for 2.5 d and then supplied them with normal food for a fixed period, followed again by starvation with a water source alone. For intact larvae, we again saw the impact of the critical weight (Fig. 2A). No larvae survived to wandering if they had food for only 1 d. Of those that fed for 2 d, 75% died before signs of either molting or metamorphosis whereas the remaining 25% began wandering after a considerable delay. Those that were fed 3 or 4 d had attained critical weight by the time that food was withdrawn, and they showed a delayed wandering at 5–6 d after the resumption of feeding. The CAX larvae were similarly starved for 2.5 d and then supplied with food for various periods. For these larvae, we tested feeding periods as short as 6 h, but the larvae fed for only 6 or 12 h were subsequently given a diet block that contained only sucrose, but no lipid or protein, so they would have some source of energy but could not grow. Consequently, they could live long enough for us to determine their developmental response to the treatment (Fig. 2B). CAX larvae of the 6-h group survived for up to 9 d, but none showed any sign of wandering. A similar response was seen for most of the larvae given a 12-h pulse of food, but the remaining 25% initiated wandering 4 d after the start of the food pulse. For feeding durations of a day or longer, the larvae were supplied with just water after the test feeding period, and they consistently initiated wandering 4 d after the start of the food pulse (Fig. 2B). Interestingly, for the CAX larvae that had food for only 24 h, their weight at wandering was scarcely greater than their weight at the start of the instar, yet they wandered at the same time as starved CAX larvae that fed continuously after the return to food. This result reinforces the conclusion that, in the absence of the CA and JH, the endocrine system is oblivious to the body size of the larva. These data also show that the requirement for feeding is a phasic one, with a feeding period between 12 and 24 h being sufficient to initiate a timer that will result in the pulse of ecdysone that will cause wandering on day 4. Once initiated, the events of the timer apparently run to completion without further need for food intake or increase in body size.

Although CAX larvae that were given food for as short a period as 12–24 h subsequently wandered on time and initiated metamorphosis, they were not able to pupate successfully. Indeed, for most of the treatment groups, the extended period of feeding shown by intact larvae, compared with their CAX counterparts, resulted in a higher success rate at pupation and the formation of larger pupae (Table 1). Thus, JH, through its involvement in the critical weight checkpoint, can override the timer to ensure that sufficient growth occurs to allow a successful metamorphosis.

**Effect of Nutrition on CAX and Intact Larvae: Feeding on Incomplete Diets.** In *Manduca*, dietary sugars have an important impact on the JH levels (32). To determine whether the timer was sensitive to particular dietary components, we starved last instar larvae for 2.5 d and then provided them with test diets that lacked one or more of the normal macronutrient classes. As seen in Fig. 3A, larvae that were supplied with lipid or carbohydrate (sucrose) as their only source of macronutrients lived for 1–2 wk but showed little weight gain and eventually died without either molting or starting metamorphosis. By contrast, diets with protein (casein) supported weight gain, and most larvae eventually either attempted another larval molt or started wandering. With casein alone, only 27% (*n* = 15) of the larvae showed any type of molting response, and these underwent a supernumerary larval molt about 9 d after

**Fig. 2.** The effects of the duration of the feeding period on the subsequent survival and timing of metamorphosis of fifth instar larval *Manduca*. Growth curves are for control (A) and for CAX (B) larvae that were starved for 2.5 d from the beginning of the last instar, given food for the indicated period, and then maintained with only a source of water. For the larvae that were fed on standard diet for only 6 or 12 h, they were subsequently given a sucrose-only diet to maintain their energetic needs. W, onset of wandering; crosses, time of death. Each point represents the mean weight, and the error bars represent SE. Numbers are the number of larvae in each group. Cross indicates death without beginning metamorphosis.
the start of feeding. When the diet contained both casein and sucrose, 82% (n = 17) of the larvae undertook a molt, with 71% opting for metamorphosis and starting wandering whereas 12% showed a supernumerary molt. The larvae undergoing metamorphosis were typically the faster growing larvae in the treatment group. For those that wandered, the time to wandering was markedly delayed over that seen for larvae that were placed on standard diet (15 d versus 6 d, respectively). A few larvae fed with casein alone (1/11) or sucrose plus casein (3/13) underwent a mixed molt that included a clearing over the heart, characteristic of wandering, and head capsule slippage, a feature of a larval molt.

For CAX larvae given the same suite of test diets, none showed a supernumerary larval molt, as expected because they lacked JH. As with intact larvae, a protein source was most important component is protein.

### Activation of a Timer in Fourth Larval Stage.
To assess whether the timer was present in earlier larval instars, we allatectomized larvae during the molt from the third to the fourth larval instar. These CAX larvae subsequently showed black pigmentation after ecdysis to the fourth instar, and, at the end of the instar, they wandered and started metamorphosis rather than molting to the fifth larval stage. Starvation of these CAX fourth instar larvae for periods beyond 2 d was lethal, so we assessed the effects of refeeding after only 1 or 2 d of starvation. Both groups of starved CAX larvae started wandering 2 d after they were given food. The larvae starved for 1 d wandered at a mean weight of 0.67 g (n = 18; SEM ± 0.05) and those starved for 2 d had a mean wandering weight of 0.36 g (n = 11; SEM ± 0.02). For the latter

### Table 1. The ability of normal and allatectomized larvae to wander and form normal pupae after feeding for various periods of time

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Feeding duration*</th>
<th>N</th>
<th>% Wander</th>
<th>% Pupa</th>
<th>Wander weight†</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Normal larvae</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1 d</td>
<td>31</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>—</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2 d</td>
<td>29</td>
<td>38</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>4.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3 d</td>
<td>29</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>88</td>
<td>6.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4 d</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>97</td>
<td>94</td>
<td>7.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Allatectomized (CAX) larvae</td>
<td>6 h</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>67</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12 h</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>90</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>2.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1 d</td>
<td>61</td>
<td>67</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2 d</td>
<td>39</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>4.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3 d</td>
<td>43</td>
<td>95</td>
<td>58</td>
<td>4.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4 d</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>98</td>
<td>68</td>
<td>4.6</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Newly ecdysed fifth instar larvae were starved for 2.5 d, and then fed the standard diet for various durations followed by maintenance with just a water source.
†Average weight (g) of wandering larvae.
‡Maintained on sucrose diet after feeding on standard diet.

Fig. 3. The effects of the dietary composition on survival and timing of metamorphosis in control and CAX fifth instar larvae of Manduca. Growth curves are for control (A) and for CAX (B) larvae that were starved for 2.5 d from the beginning of the last instar and then given diets of the indicated composition until they either wandered (W) or died (cross). Each symbol is the mean (± SEM) of the group on the given day. In cases in which no variance is shown, it is less than the height of the symbol. Numbers are the number of larvae in each group.
Fig. 4. Growth curves showing the ability of diets of various compositions to initiate the molt timer. Freshly eclosed CAX larvae were starved for 2.5 d, fed a test diet of the indicated composition for the next 3 d, and then given their standard diet. The last day of the curve for each group is the day of wandering. Groups of larvae given test diets containing just sucrose or just lipid responded to the standard diet like the group that had access to just water during the test period, and they wandered 4 or 5 d after the final transfer. Those given test diets that contained casein wandered after 2–3 d, indicating that their molt timer had started during the test period. Each symbol is the mean (± SEM) of the group on the given day. In cases in which no variance is shown, it is less than the height of the symbol. Numbers are the number of larvae in each group.

Fig. 5. The effect of decapitation by neck ligation of CAX larvae on the timing of their transition to the wandering stage. (A) The experimental protocol was as follows: newly eclosed CAX larvae were starved for 2.5 d, fed for 24 h to start their molt timers, and then neck-ligated at various times after they initiated feeding. (B) Larvae neck-ligated a day after being given food showed delayed signs of wandering, but those ligated later showed a timing equivalent to the CAX larvae that had just been given the 1-d feeding bout. Bars give the mean and SEM for each group. N is the number of animals in each group.

Discussion

For larvae of *M. sexta*, the decision to initiate metamorphosis is determined by body size (7, 14, 33). An important concept that has emerged from such studies is the idea of critical weight (7, 34) and that, with the attainment of critical weight, the clearance of JH sets into motion the endocrine events that cause the cessation of feeding and the onset of metamorphosis, locking the animal into its final body size. This study explores the relationship of size and nutrition to the onset of metamorphosis when the JH control system is removed by allatectomy. With the surgical removal of the CA in the last larval stage, the larvae continue to feed and grow and subsequently enter metamorphosis although some tissues may overshoot the pupal stage and show premature adult differentiation (23, 35). We show here that the removal of the CA also removes all vestiges of size control and that the CAX larvae can initiate metamorphosis even if weight gain has been essentially nil. Although CAX larvae that have been partially starved so that they are below the critical weight can readily initiate metamorphosis, they typically do not successfully pupate and eventually die. These observations argue that the critical weight checkpoint, mediated through the CA and JH, ensures that the larva has enough nutrient reserves to deal with the demands of metamorphosis.

In the last instar, then, the continuing presence of JH can delay the entry into metamorphosis, but the removal of JH alone is not sufficient to initiate metamorphosis. This conclusion derives from the fact that larvae that were allatectomized early in the fifth instar molt have no circulating JH by the time of head capsule slippage (as shown by their black pigmentation) (23, 36), but they do not immediately initiate metamorphosis after ecdysis. Rather, they feed for about 3–4 d before they finally start wandering (23). This result argues that the decision to start metamorphosis involves both positive factors associated with feeding as well as the negative influences of JH suppression.

We examined the relationship of nutrition and size to molting in the absence of JH by subjecting CAX larvae to a series of starvation treatments. Intact larvae respond homeostatically to prolonged starvation by extending their feeding period so that critical weight is achieved before starting metamorphosis (Fig. 1A). CAX larvae showed identical growth curves to intact larvae after all starvation regimes, with the striking exception that they...
stopped feeding and started wandering 4 d after starting to feed regardless of the duration of the prior period of starvation (Fig. 1B) or their weight at wandering. Indeed, in the absence of JH-mediated suppression, the initiation of metamorphosis occurred after a fixed time period that was referenced to feeding, rather than the start of the instar. This size-independent pathway we refer to as the “molt timer.”

We did not explore the temperature sensitivity of this timer, but we assume that its interval is not temperature compensated as is that of a circadian clock (e.g., ref. 37) but rather varies with temperature in parallel with the overall growth rate of the larva. We did, however, examine how the timing interval relates to the duration of feeding, by feeding CAX larvae for various periods and then withdrawing food. After only 12 h on food, a quarter of the CAX larvae had apparently started their molt timer because they wandered 4 d later. After 24 h with food, all of the CAX larvae subsequently wandered by day 4 despite the fact that they had only achieved about 5% of their potential weight gain. These data argue that the molt timer is started by feeding, but, once started, it continues timekeeping without nutrient input. This unique requirement of food at the beginning of an instar corresponds to the “period of indispensable nutrition” defined by Bounhiol (38) for Bombyx mori. In intact larvae, imaginal primordia, such as those associated with the eyes, antennae, and legs, also require this initial feeding period to commit themselves to metamorphic development (39). However, it is not the commitment of these primordia that starts the timer because, in the CAX larvae, their commitment and morphogenetic growth are initiated while the larvae are starving (31) (Fig. 1B), but the onset of timing still requires that these larvae actually feed (Fig. 1B).

JH titers in Manduca larvae are markedly affected by nutrition, with early starvation causing a marked elevation in the JH titer (40). This elevation seems especially sensitive to trehalose levels (32). The molt timer, however, seems to rely on a different set of macronutrient cues. Both carbohydrate and lipid were ineffective in starting the molt timer, but feeding on a protein source, such as casein, resulted in the initiation of time keeping (Figs. 3 and 4). The protein-supplemented basal diet, however, was not as effective as the normal diet that contains all of the macronutrients.

What is the nature of the signal that feeding on protein sends to initiate the molt timer? It is most likely the protein kinase target of rapamycin (TOR), which is the main mediator of cellular nutrient sensing of amino acid levels and regulates their utilization and thereby cellular growth rate (41). Coordination of growth within and among tissues and organs then is mediated by the insulin/insulinlike growth factor (IGF) pathway. In Manduca the prothoracic glands grow during the final instar, and this growth is dependent on amino acids and TOR signaling (42, 43). Accompanying the growth is an increased capacity to secrete ecdysone in response to PTTH, and starvation for the first 2 d of the fifth instar strongly suppresses this response and increases transcript levels of the insulin receptor and 4E-binding protein (4EBP) (a translation inhibitor) (42). Injection of insulin, however, was unable to rescue ecdysone production by the glands although it rescued the starvation-induced deficits in protein synthesis. This lack of effect of insulin may be due to the high JH levels found in starving larvae (40) because, in early final instar Bombyx larvae, JH inhibits ecdysone secretion by the prothoracic glands and also their acquisition of competence to respond to PTTH (44). Alternatively or in addition, it could be due to the lack of sufficient nutrient precursors for the synthesis of ecdysone because amino acids and associated TOR signaling are necessary for both gland growth and molting (43). Whether insulin in the absence of an amino acid source is sufficient to initiate the molt timer in CAX larvae needs to be determined.

Only a quarter of the CAX larvae that fed on the standard diet for 12 h subsequently started wandering in 4 d; the remaining larvae also started metamorphosis, but after a much longer delay (Fig. 2B). This result suggests that, whereas the molt timer typically sets the minimal duration of the feeding period, its activation may not be all or none. Further work needs to be done to define how this timing system responds to suboptimal regimens of nutrition.

The allatectomy experiments revealed the presence of a timer underlying the molt from the last larval stage, but is such a timer a feature of every instar? The concept of critical weight was first developed in M. sexta for the metamorphic molt (7), but subsequent experiments show that a critical weight can be defined for every instar, and occurs when the larva surpasses 4.8 times its initial size at ecdysis (14). Metamorphic changes in the neuroendocrine system allow JH to mediate the effects of the critical weight checkpoint in the last instar, but we do not know the mechanisms that enforce the checkpoint in earlier instars because JH is continually present during the intermolt periods (45). Without an ability to inactivate the critical weight checkpoint in subterminal instars, we cannot directly test for the presence of a timer for a larval–larval molt. Allatectomy of fourth instars clearly shows that, when these animals are forced to precociously enter metamorphosis, a timer is evident and that its timing function scales with either instar or body size. It may be important, however, that the 2-d interval that it times from the onset of feeding to the start of the metamorphic transition is very similar to the duration of the normal fourth instar intermolt, from the start of feeding until PTTH release (46). Also, the period of indispensable nutrition, which corresponds to the amount of feeding needed to initiate the timer, is a feature of every larval molt (38). With the latter data in mind, we speculate that, similar to the inhibitory influences imposed by the critical weight checkpoint, the positive influences of a feeding-activated molt timer is a feature of every larval instar. These two factors then work together to coordinate growth and molting of the larva.

A key question is how does the molt timer fit into the physiological control for growth and molting in the intact larva? Comparison of the molting responses of intact versus CAX larvae points to the relationships seen in Fig. 6. The molt timer sets the minimum duration of the feeding period during an instar. Its timing function is initiated by feeding, but, once set in motion, it appears to be “blind” to the quantity or quality of food ingested. Consequently, in the CAX larvae, which are working with the molt timer alone, suboptimal diets that do not provide enough premetamorphic growth will nevertheless lead to the initiation of a metamorphic molt, which proves to be fatal. In intact larvae that are nutritionally challenged in a similar way, however, their
JH system with its critical weight checkpoint monitors nutrient input and body size and delays molting despite the timer having finished its course. Recently, Callier and Nijhout (14) showed that larval size within an instar is likely assessed by the fixed tracheal size and oxygen delivery to the tissues, and critical weight thereby corresponds to the body size at which the tracheal system can no longer deliver oxygen at its maximal rate. Thus, oxygen levels must influence a mechanism upstream of the JH signaling system, not the metamorphic timer.

Insects show a diversity of responses to size and nutrition (34). Some insects, like Trogoderma (47), show the phenomenon of retrograde molting when starved, undergoing periodic molts even though reducing in size. In dung beetles, for example, the reduction in food during the last larval stage results in a precocious start of metamorphosis (34) whereas, in Manduca, similar manipulations can result in a delay in this process. The existence of both positive and negative mechanisms that impinge on metamorphosis provide pathways that evolution can modify to adapt growth to the ecological needs of different insects.

Where does the molt timer reside? At this time, we do not know whether the molt timer has a discrete location or whether it is the product of a physiological cascade that is distributed among various cells or tissues. One support of the latter idea comes from the ligation experiments (Fig. S). CAX larvae that were neck-ligated a day after refeeding were delayed in showing the symptoms of wandering relative to their CAX controls. By 2 d of feeding, however, the subsequent time courses in the two groups are identical. These results suggest an early phase in the timer that includes a head structure and a second phase that acts outside of the head. Interestingly, Callier and Nijhout (14) found that sub-sized Manduca eventually molt even if below the critical weight but that this molting may not involve control by the head. An obvious candidate for this second target is the prothoracic glands because these glands are ultimately involved in secreting the ecdysone that causes wandering. Indeed, one can experimentally shorten the intermolt period in final instar CAX Manduca to 2 d by feeding the ecdysone agonist RH-5849 immediately after ecdysis (48). Also, feeding the commercial silkworm B. mori larvae on a diet that contains ecdysone results in rapid, repeated molting to 2 d by feeding the ecdysone agonist RH-5849 immediately after ecdysis (48). Also, feeding the commercial silkworm B. mori larvae on a diet that contains ecdysone results in rapid, repeated molting.

A second support of the latter idea comes from the results of Callier and Nijhout (14), who found that CAX larvae that were feeding and then neck-ligated after various time points. The animals were then placed on dry absorbent tissue so as to monitor the timing of wandering. The latter event was evident by the voiding of liquid feces from the rectum and by the initiation of retraction of the prolegs.

Materials and Methods

Animals and Surgical Procedures. Larvae of tobacco hornworm M. sexta were individually reared in plastic cups containing standard diet (52) at 25.5 °C under a 12:12 h light-dark photoperiod. Allactectomy, the surgical removal of the corpora allata (the glands that secrete JH), was usually done early during the molt from the fourth to the fifth (last) larval stage according to the method of Hiruma (53). Molting larvae were selected about 5–6 h before head capsule slippage and anesthetized by submersion in water for 30 min. The CA was removed through small ventral incisions in the neck cuticle using sharpened no. 5 forceps, and larvae were then replaced in their cups for recovery. A few hours before ecdysis to the fifth instar, the CAX larvae were transferred to individual cups without food but containing a moist absorbent tissue paper as a source of water. The success of the allactectomy was indicated by the larvae changing color to black, rather than green, at the outset of the fifth instar. Larvae with traces of green coloration represented 1–2% of the operated animals, and they were discarded.

Intact larvae were kept on food until a few hours before ecdysis to the fifth instar and then weighed. Those that weighed more than 0.5 g were transferred to individual cups containing a moist absorbent tissue paper and served as controls. Experiments with groups of control and CAX larvae were always run simultaneously so that both groups experienced the same microheterogeneities in temperature that might occur during extended experiments.

Temporal Diet Manipulation. Larvae were fed on the standard diet for various periods and then placed in a clean cup with only a wet tissue paper as a water source for the duration of the starvation period. An exception to this protocol was made for two groups of CAX larvae that were fed for only 0.25 or 0.5 d. They were given a block of agar that contained 7% (wt/vol) sucrose to extend their survival through the observation period.

Nutrient Manipulation. To assess the effect of different nutrients on the time of wandering, larvae were fed a base diet to which we added various combinations of macronutrients, including sucrose, casein (for amino acids), and/or lipid (linseed oil and cholesterol). The base diet contained salts, vitamins, and mold and bacterial inhibitors [15.65 g/L Wesson’s salt, 2.61 g/L sorbic acid, 1.3 g/L methyl parabenzoate, 6.52 g/L ascorbic acid, 0.26 g/L streptomycin, 0.07 g/L kanamycin, 0.11% formaldehyde, and 1.3% (vol/vol) vitamin mixture (stock solution: 1.0 g nicotinic acid, 0.5 g riboflavin, 0.23 g thiamine, 0.23 g pyridoxine, 0.23 g folic acid, 0.02 g biotin)], and solidified with 15.9 g/L nonnutrient Gelcarin PS 402 (FMC BioPolymer). To make diets with different nutrients, 5.8% (wt/vol) casein (39), 7.0% (wt/vol) sucrose (39), and/or 0.54% (vol/vol) raw linseed oil and 4.54 g/L cholesterol were added to the base diet. See Table S1 for the composition of these diets compared with the standard rearing diet for Manduca (52) used in our laboratory.

Determination of Growth Rate and Timing of Wandering. Larvae were weighed a few hours before ecdysis to the fifth instar, and then daily after the resumption of feeding and until the time of wandering. The larvae were checked daily for signs that they had entered the wandering stage. For intact larvae, the start of wandering was recognized by a clearing of epidermal pigment over the heart and the appearance of pink pigmentation in the flanking epidermis (54), a sheen appearing on the cuticle, cessation of feeding, enhanced locomotion, retraction of the crochets on the prolegs, and the voiding of gut contents (16). In CAX larvae, the epidermal pigment changes were often masked by the melanization of the cuticle, but the other features of the cessation of feeding (indicated by a lack of weight gain), the voiding of the gut contents, the intense locomotion, the crochet retraction, and the sheen on the cuticle were all clearly evident. For pupation, the wandering larvae were placed in holes bored into wooden blocks, and their pupation success was recorded. Those that formed normal pupae were weighed 8 d after wandering.

Neck Ligation Experiments. To assess the influence of the head on the timing to wandering, larvae were neck-ligated using waxed dental floss. CAX fifth instar larvae were starved for 2.5 d and then fed for 24 h before they were neck-ligated after various time points. The animals were then placed on dry absorbent tissue so as to monitor the timing of wandering. The latter event was evident by the voiding of liquid feces from the rectum and by the initiation of retraction of the prolegs.
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Table S1. Composition of standard diet for *Manduca sexta* based on ref. 1 and of the various diets used in this paper

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Ingredient</th>
<th>Standard diet*</th>
<th>Base diet*</th>
<th>Sucrose diet*</th>
<th>Casein diet*</th>
<th>Lipid diet*</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Wheat germ</td>
<td>104.35</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Casein</td>
<td>46.96</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>58</td>
<td>—</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sucrose</td>
<td>41.74</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>70</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wesson’s salt</td>
<td>15.65</td>
<td>15.65</td>
<td>15.65</td>
<td>15.65</td>
<td>15.65</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Torula yeast</td>
<td>20.87</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cholesterol</td>
<td>4.54</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>4.54</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sorbic acid</td>
<td>2.61</td>
<td>2.61</td>
<td>2.61</td>
<td>2.61</td>
<td>2.61</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Methyl paraben</td>
<td>1.3</td>
<td>1.3</td>
<td>1.3</td>
<td>1.3</td>
<td>1.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ascorbic acid</td>
<td>6.52</td>
<td>6.52</td>
<td>6.52</td>
<td>6.52</td>
<td>6.52</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Streptomycin</td>
<td>0.26</td>
<td>0.26</td>
<td>0.26</td>
<td>0.26</td>
<td>0.26</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kanamycin</td>
<td>0.07</td>
<td>0.07</td>
<td>0.07</td>
<td>0.07</td>
<td>0.07</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Formaldehyde</td>
<td>0.11%</td>
<td>0.11%</td>
<td>0.11%</td>
<td>0.11%</td>
<td>0.11%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vitamin mixture</td>
<td>1.30%</td>
<td>1.30%</td>
<td>1.30%</td>
<td>1.30%</td>
<td>1.30%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Raw linseed oil</td>
<td>0.54%</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>0.54%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gelcarin</td>
<td>15.9</td>
<td>15.9</td>
<td>15.9</td>
<td>15.9</td>
<td>15.9</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Numbers indicate gm/L diet except for the liquids, which are given as % (vol/vol) of the final diet. —, none present.